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BA 9803 – Group 4 Business Case Study – Ralph Lauren (NYSE:RL) 

 

 
In April 2021, Debbie Moore, newly elected managing partner of Strategic Industry 
Partners (SIP), a private equity firm specializing in high fashion investments, was 
preparing to lead an upcoming SIP partners’ meeting when she became aware of 
several troubling pieces of information about Ralph Lauren Corporation. Buffy Birrittella, 
EVP and senior creative director at Ralph Lauren had retired at the end of March after 
50 years as Ralph Lauren’s “right hand,” Nathan Coban, senior VP and chief design 
officer had left the company on March 31, and former head of footwear, Elise 
Schneider, was being sued after leaving the company to join Tori Burch, allegedly in 
violation of her non-compete agreement.  
 
This series of departures in such a short timeframe and the most recent earnings report 
from the company caused Moore to wonder whether her firm should attempt to acquire 
a controlling stake in the company.  
 
Moore planned to present the following information at the partner’s meeting to explore a 
potential investment.   For context, she needs to consider that entire fashion ecosystem 
and business model has been disrupted over the past year due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Thanks to guidance from McKinsey (The Fashion System, McKinsey, 2020), 
she’s mindful that some of the emerging fashion industry trends are: 

1. Reducing the number of products and collections and transitioning to a 

demand-focused, assortment planning strategy. 

2. Mergers and acquisitions activity is expected to increase as a gap between 

industry survivors and laggards persists. 

3. Exposed weaknesses during the pandemic will force competitors to collaborate. 

Prepared organizations will rapidly increase networks of suppliers, 

manufacturers, and distributors as a disruptive tactic. 

4. Physical stores are closing, forcing retailers to reimagine real estate and 

accelerate digital options. 

5. Remote working has dramatically increased, forcing retail operations to rework 

the workplace.  Additionally, the need for in-person talent and skill will be 

reassessed.   

 

Company Background 
 

Luxury lifestyle brand Ralph Lauren (RL) was launched by the designer in 1967 as a 
high-end line of men’s neckties. The product line expanded to men’s clothing and then 
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to a women’s line in 1971, which, for the first time, featured an embroidered polo player 
on horseback. That icon became synonymous with the brand.  
 
Today, the Ralph Lauren brand is one of the most-recognized global brands, consisting 
of apparel, footwear, fashion accessories, home décor, fragrance, and hospitality 
products and services. Its brand portfolio includes Polo, Ralph Lauren Collection, Ralph 
Lauren Purple Label, Polo Ralph Lauren, Double RL, Lauren Ralph Lauren, Polo Ralph 
Lauren Children, Chaps, Club Monaco Black Label, which are sold through retail, 
wholesale, and licensing channels. 
 

Financial Performance 
 

After weathering the storm of the Great Recession in the late 2000s, Ralph Lauren 
revenues hit a high point of $7.62 billion in 2015. Since 2015, revenues have declined 
approximately 20%, reaching $6.159 in 2020.  The COVID-19 pandemic was 
responsible for wiping out much of the gains achieved following the recovery from the 
recession, placing the company in an unusual position of trying to rebuild its revenue 
foundation and identify its strategic path forward. 
 
The chart below illustrates the journey for Ralph Lauren’s market capitalization, which 
shows its peak in 2014-2015 at over $16 billion, to 2020 at about $9.5 billion.  
 

 
 

 Exhibit 1. SOURCE: Zacks Investment Research  
 
Ralph Lauren stock fell to $70 from $115 in the first three months of 2020, when physical sales 
were halted due to the pandemic. However, between May 2020 and April 2021, the stock rose to 
around $124. 
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Exhibit 2. SOURCE: NYSE: Ralph Lauren (4/5/21) 

 
 
Ralph Lauren’s current stock price results in a PE ratio of over 90, which is not justified 
based on revenues, profits, and other financial trends. Could the rumors of being the 
target of S.A. Kering, a French-based multinational corporation specialized in luxury 
goods, and owns brands like Gucci, Yves Saint Laurent, and Bottega Veneta be behind 
the big jump? 

 
 

Succession Planning 
 

The question of succession around Chairman Ralph Lauren “has been hovering over 
the company for at least a decade,” according to Geoff Colvin at Fortune, as the 
designer is now 80 and showing little sign of wanting to back away from directing his 
namesake enterprise. 
 
Luxury clothing empires provide the perception that they are driven by a fashion 
visionary whose backstory describes the brand.   

 
Exhibit 3. SOURCE: The Business of Fashion 
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Typically, the fashion visionary’s name is synonymous with the brand, or is the brand. 
The Guccis, Versaces, Ralph Laurens, Armanis, and many fashion companies all have 
similar complex succession issues that revolve around the future, control, ego, legacy, 
culture, and profitability (Sherman, 2019). 
 
The Ralph Lauren Corporation, similar to other high end designer houses, is wholly 
dependent on the health and welfare of its founder.  Lauren is an icon who is unsatisfied 
with being part of the corporation’s legacy as a founder—he is more intent on being its 
center of gravity.  In that position, Lauren is the most intriguing issue at his company, as 
his status issue shapes the trajectory of the organization’s governance.   
 
Even before the most recent slate of executive departures, Ralph Lauren Corporation 
has struggled to hold onto CEOs. In late 2015, the company hired Stefan Larsson, who, 
as global president, had transformed Old Navy into Gap’s top-performing business unit, 
to lead the company, and the stock price leaped. Unfortunately, just 15 months later, 
Larsson and Ralph Lauren parted ways and the stock price dropped, leaving a brutal 
message from investors about the market’s confidence in Lauren’s business acumen  
(Fortune, 2020). The company then hired its current CEO, Patrice Louvet, from Proctor 
& Gamble, in 2017.  
 
However, while Louvet holds the CEO title, it is obvious to insiders and outsiders who is 
truly in charge—Lauren. Until he is willing to release managerial control of the 
corporation, as the company’s largest shareholder, the company’s future will remain 
uncertain (CNN, 2021).   
 

Fierce Competition on the Runway 

Competing brands  

As a luxury brand, the primary competitive set for Ralph Lauren Corporation is LVMH, 
Hermès, and PVH (Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein), as well as Kering SA (Gucci), Hugo 
Boss, Burberry, Prada, and Armani. 
 
According to a 2017 study by Statista, Ralph Lauren was ranked #2 in sales revenue, 
behind LVMH and ahead of Kering and PVH, however, it had experienced significant 
sales decline, as evidenced by its negative growth rate:   
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Exhibit 4: Source: Statista 
 
By the end of 2020, Ralph Lauren had fallen below the top 10 (to #13) for luxury goods, 
behind LVMH, Kering SA, Chanel, Chow Tai Fook, PVH, and Hermès in the luxury 
apparel and footwear industry: 
 

Exhibit 5: SOURCE: Deloitte Consulting 
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Kering and PVH have closed in on and surpassed Ralph Lauren since 2017, when the 
company had the steepest drop in market share of any competitor from 2012-2017 
(Euromonitor Passport, 2017). 
 

What’s Next?  

Global Markets  

The luxury market for apparel and footwear has rebounded well from the Great 
Recession, and the international market represents the largest future demand 
generators for this segment, especially China. The increased luxury e-commerce sites 
enable cross-border and cross-generational reach for the brand and enables Ralph 
Lauren to adapt to changing fashion trends and shopping habits. (Passport 
Euromonitor, 2019).  With the emergence of e-commerce, brick and mortar and 
traditional retail has not completely become irrelevant, as the consumer is still seeking 
ways to engage with the product and retail stores will be one of the many marketing and 
distribution channels to enable this. (Passport Euromonitor, 2019). 

Merchandise growth rates have contracted globally as a result of the impact of the 
COVID-19 crisis in 2020.  However, Q3 numbers increased after a difficult Q2, as more 
countries began to rebound. The last quarter of 2020 contracted again, however, as a 
resurgence of COVID-19 cases appeared, forcing many economies to lockdown.    
 
“Double-digit export growth compared with the previous quarter was recorded in North 
America (20.1%), Europe (19.3%) and Asia (10.1%, from a higher base due to a smaller 
decline in the second quarter), while weaker growth was seen in South and Central 
America (3.1%) and “Other regions” (3.3%). However, in year-on-year terms, exports in 
the third quarter were still down in North America (-9.0%), Europe (-5.4%), South and 
Central America (-3.4%) and Other regions (-11.4%). The only exception was Asia 
(+0.4%), where regional exports slightly surpassed their level in the same period a year 
ago.” (WTO, 2021) 

 
Fashion executives globally anticipate the top issues of 2021 to be the economic 
ramifications of COVID-19.  Changing consumer demand/behavior, and the physical 
retail and store footfall followed pandemic worries. However, executives predict that the 
biggest opportunity will be in digitization, sustainability, and market share gain.  Early 
estimates predict a 30% uptick in online sales in Europe and the US and 20% growth in 
China (McKinsey, 2021). 
 
India, China, South Korea, and Germany are some of the biggest markets on the planet 
for designer apparel and footwear.  Fashion companies are forecasted to produce a 
significant expansion with growth coming from mid and upper income households in the 
next five years (Passport Euromonitor, 2019).  At the same time, Japan and France are 
expected to have a lower growth rate in the next five years, as they have a smaller 
numbers of millennials and generation Z in their region (Passport Euromonitor, 2019). 
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For many luxury brands, China is a vital market, due to its potential and growth. 
However, unlike other brands, such as Louis Vuitton and Chanel, which have long set 
their exclusive stores in many cities in China, “Ralph Lauren entered the Chinese 
market in 2011” (jing, 2020). It was positioned, physically and digitally, to reach the 
middle class by building an entire Chinese team while generating brand awareness.  By 
2020, Ralph Lauren had 106 stores there and performance was gaining momentum. 
(McKinsey, 2020) 
 
Ralph Lauren focused on e-commerce wholesalers and celebrities to further their brand 
equity in China.  As of 2019, some consumer blogs still highlighted the fact that 
consumers were uncertain about the brand positioning and were asking questions to 
understand if the brand was popular in other countries. (McKinsey, 2021) 
 
Another dynamic that is occurring in China is the growth of the the luxury clothes rental 
market, which Ralph Lauren entered in 2021 with it’s the Lauren Look service.  This is a 
new sector of the industry for China, having only arrived in 2014 and experienced a 
surge in 2020.  The demand for luxury rentals grew not only because of pandemic 
related lockdowns and shuttered stores but also due to the environmentally conscious 
Gen Xers, who are the main drivers behind luxury growth.  This generation is seeking 
new and affordable luxury brands and trends but their view on renting conflicts with 
China’s societal values of ownership.  Nonetheless, in 2021 there are a handful of key 
luxury apparel rental players and this presents a real opportunity for brands, such as 
Ralph Lauren, to raise awareness with younger luxury buyers. (jingdaily, 2021) 
 

As of 2020, approximately 50% of the company’s sales originated in North America. 
In the past few years in the US, the fashion industry has moved slowly, growing 
approximately 3.5-4.5% in 2019.  Macroeconomic factors increased consumer 
consciousness in 2020, creating less growth due to the impact of global issues like the 
pandemic, wealth gap, political instability, travel, and tariffs on imports and exports.  
Businesses and consumers worry their financial position may worsen and the possibility 
of trade wars amid global tumultuous relationships (McKinsey, 2021). 

 
Globally, millennials and Generation Z are roughly 40% of the population in the designer 
and footwear markets. Within the next five years, these individuals will be the mid and 
high earners. Fashion industry participants will have to redefine their business model 
and product offerings to attract these incoming consumers (Passport Euromonitor, 
2019). 
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Exhibit 6: SOURCE: Passport Euromonitor 

Navigating Up-and-Coming Generations  

Lauren got his start selling to Baby Boomers in the 1960s, and gained Gen X followers 
who were enamored with the prestige associated with the brand’s quality and price 
point. It was exclusive, and that appealed to mid and upper income consumers. The 
styles were and are traditional and sporty. 

“It’s not a trend brand,” says retail veteran Kathy Gersch (Fortune, 2020) and its 
timeless designs didn’t go out of style quickly. Another advantage from the consumer 
perspective. 

However, timeless is no longer a draw for Millennial and Gen Z consumers, who aspire 
to make a personal statement with their fashions. In fact, vintage Ralph Lauren styles 
sell well on the secondhand market, as younger consumers work to stand out. 

The lack of new seasonal themes, changes in styles or fabric cuts is now a challenge to 
Ralph Lauren in attracting newer buyers who want new and different. 

Per the strategic plan of Ralph Lauren, attracting the next generation of customers is of 
key interest to the company. Ralph Lauren increased its advertising investment by 30% 
in 2019 to target this generation. This move paid off, spurring record levels of consumer 
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interest in the brand across all channels and allowed the company to connect with its 
targeted demographic.  

The results of this marketing approach was so profound that In 2020, Ralph Lauren was 
awarded “the best use of segmentation” at the 2020 Marketing Week Masters. Ralph 
Lauren collaborated with Code Worldwide and Rapp companies to develop the 
segmentation strategy. Also, in attracting customers, Ralph Lauren wanted to move 
away from giving customers discounts by developing strong personalized customer 
roadmaps to the brand (Vizard et. al., 2021). The segmentation methodology was to 
give each customer a channel engagement score and discount elasticity score (Vizard 
et. al., 2021). This model calculated the needed discount to move the customer from 
familiarity to purchase at the individual level (Vizard et. al., 2021). This move toward 
segmentation will benefit Ralph Lauren in the long run, as Millennials and Gen Z 
become the primary contributors to the share of the industry’s customer base.  

With the disparities in the average spending power of Gen Y and Z across regions 
(Passport Euromonitor, 2019). Ralph Lauren focus on China is logical, but those Gen Y 
and Z average spending power in developing countries should not be dismissed 
(Passport Euromonitor, 2019).  

The Move to Digitization  

Ralph Lauren Corporation may have been listening as analysts claimed the company 
was “one of the weaker retail and fashion brand players in the digital space” 
(GlobalDataRetail, 2021). It has recently begun to move away from its heavy reliance on 
print advertising and to recognize the need to change how to market to younger 
generations.  The company is shifting its advertising strategy and budget to focus more 
on digital and social media over print advertising.  Results so far have been positive, 
with sales up 20% already following this move (Majumdar, 2021).   

  
One example of Ralph Lauren’s new strategy includes the campaign with Taylor Hill, a 
22-year-old supermodel with more than 12.3 Instagram followers.  Attaching the Ralph 
Lauren brand with her social media following has allowed huge penetration into multiple 
demographics through exposure to the latest fashions that Ralph Lauren has to offer.  
To support this approach, the brand has also cut back on discounts and better inventory 
control to drive demand.  Similar to iPhone, fans of the RL brand rely on being ahead of 
new releases with huge consumer value in being amongst the first to purchase select 
limited inventory new items. 

Although social media is one approach for reaching younger, more tech-savvy 
consumers, traditional websites are participating in evolving online strategies, too, such 
as the Ralph Lauren partnership with The New York Times (NYT).  With the Ralph 
Lauren Corporation looking to merge traditional advertising venues with modern 
technology, the company launched a multichannel holiday campaign with an interactive 
shopping experience showing a train traveling through the Ralph Lauren flagship online 
store, which was only available through a NYT link and expired after the holidays. 
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In September 2020, Ralph Lauren Corporation announced, “continuing to invest in 
technologies that help deliver an enhanced consumer experience – with new digital 
capabilities that support areas like omni-channel shopping, personalization, social 
commerce and augmented reality” (Ralph Lauren, 2020).  This progression is 
evident, with enhanced technology introduced in 2020 and the Ralph Lauren 
Bitmojis.  This has been integrated into Ralph Lauren online stores internationally 
as well as popular digital sites like Snapchat. The new Ralph Lauren avatars are “an 
extension of the physical clothing line” (Mobile Marketing, 2020).  The chief financial 
officer at Ralph Lauren confirmed that the transformation of the digital strategy is for 
various reasons, “to explore disruptive ways to tell our brand’s story, drive social 
commerce, and engage with a new generation in an authentic and empowering way.”   

In addition to leveraging new digital platforms for marketing, the company is also taking 
steps to protect the brand from counterfeiters. “Ralph Lauren Corporation, the global 
leader in the design, marketing and distribution of premium lifestyle products, has 
announced that they are going to launch Digital Product Identities (IDs) for tens of 
millions of Ralph Lauren products, starting with the Polo brand” (Ralph Lauren, 2019).  
Taking the position as trailblazer in fashion technology is an extraordinary step for 
Ralph Lauren to continue success in finding new innovative ways to maximize fashion 
profits.  In addition, the new Product IDs will allow customers to have an enhanced 
experience for retrieving “product details, styling recommendations,” per fashnerd.com, 
and more. 

Leveraging the Brand’s Caché 

Brand Equity  

Brand equity is generally accepted as a critical success factor to differentiate companies 
and service providers from competitors. One of the most widely cited definitions states 
that brand equity is the “added value endowed by the brand to the product” (Farquhar 
1989). High brand equity can be associated with outstanding financial performance 
including sustained price premiums, inelastic price sensitivity, high market shares, and 
successful expansion into new businesses, competitive cost structures and high 
profitability all contributing to companies’ competitive advantage (Keller & Lehmann 
2003; Vazquez et al., 2002 ). 
 
Ralph Lauren is an iconic American fashion brand and one of only two living founders in 
the Fortune 500 whose name is simply the first name and last name of the founder; the 
other is Charles Schwab. (Colvin, 2020)  One of the secrets behind Ralph Lauren’s 
success is the company’s ability to offer a consistent brand experience all over the 
world – from products to stores and even to post-purchase. The brand has created an 
environment in which it continually exceeds its customers’ expectations. (Martin Roll 
article) However, According the BAV Group, a brand research and evaluation firm 
survey, “in the eyes of consumers, the RL brand is 28% less differentiated and 43% less 
relevant than it was in 2005” (Fortune, 2020).  
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In 2021, the RL brand image and equity are now facing a triple threat: navigating a 
luxury brand through the aftermath of a pandemic,  confirming the viability of e-
commerce as a key channel, and ‘continuing to develop a brand that is relevant to 
millennials and Gen Z, not just their parents.” (Fortune, 2020) 

Although the Ralph Lauren brand equity is strong and long-standing, customer 
perspectives and expectations of fashion apparel have changed. The definition of luxury 
has changed and the high-end fashion industry is going through a turbulent phase, 
which is characterized by cyclical demand and supply patterns and Ralph Lauren will 
not be immune to these structural changes. As it always has been for Ralph Lauren, 
sustaining brand equity will be a balancing act  “between haute couture (sophistication) 
and classical lines (design and heritage)” (Martin Roll, 2018). 

Ralph Lauren’s future business challenges will be leveraging the brand equity to enter 
newer markets and market segments requiring more digital savviness and meeting 
higher societal and environmental expectations. 

Loyalty  

Millennials and Gen Z have exhibited strong demand patterns for ultra-luxury products 
such as LVMH, Kering SA (Gucci), Armani, and Tori Burch, which means that new 
generational consumers are the key to the future of luxury purchases. However, Ralph 
Lauren’s loyal customers may be skewing older. 
 
The good news is that it seems to be making headway in attracting Millennial 
customers, as Yahoo! Finance reported in March 2021 that its digitization efforts were 
succeeding and despite a revenue drop in the prior quarter, “it also added more than 
one million new consumers through its direct-to-consumer platforms, particularly women 
under 35 years of age.”  

Value  

Once considered an exclusive designer brand, Ralph Lauren has fallen in recent years 
due to its struggle to connect with younger buyers. Still focused primarily on its Gen X 
base, the company has, until recently, avoided strategies to make the brand relevant to 
Millennials and Gen Z. As a result, its brand strength has declined. 
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Exhibit 7. SOURCE: BAV/USA 

Brand Dilution 

For a luxury brand, it is imperative to control the image as the image justifies the price (Keller, 
2009). It is why the same cotton t-shirt from the brand Supreme costs hundreds of dollars while 
a Hanes version is more like $10. Has Ralph Lauren created too many brands, pushing the 
company brand more toward commodity than luxury good? 
 
In an effort to reach a wider market, Ralph Lauren Corporation launched brands that were more 
accessible to buyers who wouldn’t pay close to $100 for a shirt. CHAPS, sold through Kohl’s 
and found in discount outlets, achieved that goal, but it may have been at a cost of making the 
parent brand less exlusive, less luxe. 
 

Decisions for Management 

If you were Debbie Moore and contemplating an investment in Ralph Lauren 
Corporation, where would you want the company to focus its attention? Where are the 
greatest opportunities for growth? Global expansion? Marketing to Gen Z? Going all in 
on digital? 
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Teaching Note 
Ralph Lauren Corporation: Luxury Clothing Brand 

 

Group 4 wrote this teaching note as an aid to instructors in the classroom use of the case of 
Ralph Lauren Corporation. This teaching note should not be used in any way that would prejudice 
the future use of the case. 

 

Synopsis 

Ralph Lauren Corporation has long been considered a luxury clothing brand, with 

its iconic polo-playing pony rider affixed to its products. Founded by designer 

Ralph Lauren in 1967, the brand has evolved from elegant and aspirational to 

more accessible, as multiple product lines have been launched to reach new 

audiences. However, shifting away from exclusive may have actually damaged 

the brand’s cache. 

Today, while the brand has loyal customers who are Baby Boomers and Gen X, 

it has struggled to attract a similar level of loyalty from Millennials and Gen Z. 

Part of the reason is that Ralph Lauren brand offers the promise of timeless 

elegance, and younger shoppers use their clothing to stand out, not blend in. 

Building a following with younger generations is one of its major challenges. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of a brand built on an individual 

designer’s identity 

• Explore options for transitioning from traditional marketing tactics to newer, 

digital platforms 

• Assess where the opportunities for global growth currently exist and should 

be the focus 

Position in Course 

This case can be used in marketing and international business courses at the 

BBA and MBA levels. 
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Experiences in an Omnichannel World: Melody of Online and Offline 

Environments in the Customer Journey, Emerald Publishing Limited, Bingley, pp. 
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Assignment Questions 

1. How important is brand loyalty to a company’s performance? 

2. What does stock price movement signal following a CEO departure? 

3. Where should Ralph Lauren invest its resources in global expansion? 

 

Teaching Plan 

For a standard 75-minute class, the discussion could be timed as follows: 

Introduction     5 minutes 

Assignment question 1   15 minutes 

Assignment question 2   20 minutes 

Assignment question 3   25 minutes 

Conclusion     10 minutes 

 

https://doi.org/10.1108/978-1-80043-388-520201018
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Analysis 

 

Assignment Question 1 

• How important is brand loyalty to a company’s performance? 

Brand loyalty is what has helped Ralph Lauren build a huge following, 

although that customer base is now aging. The challenge for the company is 

elevating the brand in the minds of Millennials and Gen Z, to convert them 

into loyal customers. 

Assignment Question 2 

• What does stock price movement signal following a CEO departure? 

A rising stock price signals that the departure is good news for the company, 

according to analysts. In the case of Ralph Lauren, the hiring of Stefan 

Larsson caused a large uptick in stock price, signaling that analysts were in 

favor of designer Lauren taking a back seat in the management of his 

company. However, that reaction may be what led Lauren to effectively push 

Larsson out not long thereafter. 

Assignment Question 3 

• Where should Ralph Lauren invest its resources in global expansion? 

Asian consumers, particularly in China, Japan, and India, are currently driving 

demand for luxury goods, and have been the primary purchasers for the past 

several years. Given that, Ralph Lauren should continue expanding into 

China and that region first, since demand is strong. Once recovery from the 

pandemic has occurred, other regions should be considered. 

 

What Happened 

Ralph Lauren Corporation is currently in the throes of moving from a traditional 

marketing approach to one based on social media and online purchasing. Initial 

results have been positive, though moving too quickly could alienate its older, 

loyal base. 
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The stock price fluctuations following Stefan Larsson’s departure seemed to 

signal that Ralph Lauren wanted to reassert his leadership role. The company 

continued to implement Larsson’s plans, but with Patrice Louvet in place. One 

wonders whether that means Louvet is more of a “yes man” than Larsson. 

Ralph Lauren’s global expansion strategy has been conservative, where many 

luxury brands have worked to establish strongholds in China, for sales and 

manufacturing. Ralph Lauren is playing catch-up to some degree in this effort 

and may face more competition as a result. 
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